In nature, the composition of an ecosystem is thought to be important for determining its 10 resistance to invasion by new species. Studies of invasions in natural ecosystems, from plant 11 to microbial communities, have found that more diverse communities are more resistant to 12 invasion. It is thought that more diverse communities resist invasion by more completely 13 Recently, theoretical work using consumer-resource models has extended this intuition and 52 suggested that the emergent resource consumption and exchange in cross-feeding communities 53 can be understood as a community-level fitness which provides cohesiveness and therefore in-54 vasion resistance 14 . Experimental efforts suggest that this picture can capture some features of 55 experimental invasions in bacterial communities 15 . Collectively, this work shows that substantial 56 insight into invasion dynamics can come from understanding resource dynamics during an invasion 57 process. 58 However, in nearly all microbial communities there exist interactions that are not directly 59 3 mediated by resources: for example, antagonistic interactions such as the excretion of antibiotics 16 60 and predation by protists 17 or phage 18 . A handful of studies have examined the role these interac-61 tions play in determining the fate of invading species 19 , but, as recently pointed out by Mallon et 62 al. 20 , it remains an outstanding question how antagonistic interactions affect community invasion 63 dynamics. 64
8 9 levels, B successfully grows to high densities (> 1 × 10 5 mL −1 ). As in BC pair-culture ( Fig. 1e) , 139 side-scatter intensity for B in invasion experiments confirms B aggregation in the presence of C 140 (Fig. S6 ). For the purposes of discussion, we define a successful B invasion as one in which B 141 abundances exceed 7 × 10 4 mL −1 at the end of the experiment, or, in the case of panel c, when B 142 abundances rise above 7 × 10 4 mL −1 and then remain high for several days. 143 Bacterial invasions of algae. Next we studied the dynamics of B invading A (Fig. 2b,e,h,j) . 144 When B is introduced into a low-density (<5 × 10 4 mL −1 ) culture of A, it successfully grows to at least two replicate communities were measured. Labels in each panel: "success", "failure", or "mixed" indicate the classification of the outcome of bacterial invasion with success defined as B exceeding a density of 7 × 10 4 mL −1 for an extended period of time. Horizontal black line at 5 × 10 4 mL −1 indicates a threshold on A. When A exceeds this threshold, B invasions can be inhibited. In panel (e), pink traces for B and light green traces for A denote experiments in which spent media measurements were performed (Fig. S14b ). Abundances are measured via flow cytometry. Error bars are computed as described in Methods. For time points where error bars are not visible, errors are smaller than the size of the points. B abundances are reported as the total number of cells including planktonic cells and cells in aggregates as described in the SI. high density (Fig. 2b) . Unexpectedly, when B is introduced into a high density (>5 × 10 4 mL −1 ) 146 culture of A, B is strongly inhibited, exhibiting either very slow growth eventually reaching high 147 densities more than 7 days after introduction, or crashing to low densities over a period of more 148 than 5 days ( Fig. 2e ). In these experiments the ultimate outcome of B invasions is variable, with 149 some succeeding and others failing, even between two identically prepared replicates (Fig. 2h,j) . 150 We find that inhibition of B growth by A only occurs when A is at high density and that the 151 inhibition occurs both at low and high light levels ( Fig. 2e, exceed 5 × 10 4 mL −1 , we observe no inhibition of B by A, not even once A abundances exceed 158 that density later in the experiment (compare Fig. 1c&f ).
159
To confirm the dependence of B invasion success on A density, we performed a set of inva-160 sion experiments where B was introduced into A cultures at t = 0 days (pair-culture experiment), 161 1 day, 3 days, and 4 days, all at high light (4200 Lux) ( Fig. S9 ). We confirmed that for those 162 A cultures which did exceed density 5 × 10 4 mL −1 at the time of B introduction, B growth was 163 inhibited. 164 We next showed that resource competition is not the mechanism by which A inhibits B 165 growth. We harvested spent media from an AB invasion experiment at several time points (Fig. 166 2e pink traces, Fig. S14b ). We then filtered out both A and B and inoculated fresh B cells at low 167 density into this spent media. Remarkably, B was able to grow to high density (>10 5 mL −1 ) on 168 spent media harvested before ∼ t =15 d. (Fig. S14d ). For spent media harvested after ∼ t =15 d 169 (when B finally grows to high density), B can no longer grow to high density on the spent media.
170
This result shows that consumable nutrients exist for B, even while B's growth is being inhibited 171 by A. High-density populations of A do not compete with B for these nutrients, but do limit the 172 ability of B to consume them.
173
Possible mechanisms of algae inhibition of bacterial growth. We undertook a series of exper-174 iments to better understand the mechanism by which A inhibits B growth. We found that the 175 inhibition of B growth by A requires illumination, and that the presence of A alone, in the absence 176 of light, is not sufficient to inhibit B growth ( Fig. S10 ). Literature on algae-bacteria interactions 177 suggests that reactive oxygen species may be responsible for bacterial growth inhibition 33, 34 , but 178 we showed conclusively that the A was not producing sufficient H 2 O 2 to limit B growth ( Fig. S12 ). 179 We found that the role of light intensity in the inhibition of B growth was dependent on the growth 180 history of A ( Fig. S11 ). Further, we considered the hypothesis that increased cell-to-cell contact 181 due to the higher density of A could be responsible for the inhibition of B by A. We estimated the 182 frequency of B collisions with A to be extremely high even at low A density and so we expect that 183 an increase in physical contact between A and B due to higher A density would not be responsible 184 for the inhibition (SI). Additionally, detailed analysis of our flow cytometry data showed that A and 185 B stick to each other, but the rate is low (∼5 %) and does not change significantly between inhib-186 ited and successful invasions ( Fig. S13 ). As a final check, we confirmed that successful invasions 187 were not a case of A detritus being misclassified as B ( Fig S19) .
188
Irrespective of the molecular mechanism of the antagonistic interaction between A and B, 189 it is clear that the inhibition of B requires high density A, light, and a B population that has not 190 reached stationary phase. Finally, the variable outcomes for B invading A are in stark contrast 191 to the reproducible dynamics observed in Fig. 1 and in previous studies 25 , suggesting that there 192 may be stochastic processes at the single-cell level which are responsible for the inhibition or that and ultimately declines to very low densities (Fig. 2f, i, k) . This result stands in stark contrast to 200 B's successful invasions of A or C alone. When B is introduced into an AC community with low A 201 density (<5 × 10 4 mL −1 ), B grows to high density and then slowly declines in abundance later in 202 the experiment (Fig. 2c ). We conclude that if C is present and A is at high density at the time of B 203 introduction, B cannot proliferate and ultimately declines to low abundance. B's failure to invade 204 AC cultures is the main finding of this study.
205
One possible explanation for this finding is that AC communities with high A densities have 206 13 exhausted a critical nutrient for B growth. Spent media experiments again show this not to be the 207 case. We performed a series of spent media experiments where communities with A, C, or A and C 208 were grown, samples were harvested, and then all cells were removed by filtration (example shown 209 in Fig. S14a) . B was then inoculated into this spent media and grown to saturation in a 96-well 210 plate where its abundance was assayed by flow cytometry. This measurement captures the carrying 211 capacity of bacteria on the spent media. We find that B is able to grow on the spent media of A, C, 212 and AC communities to a saturating density that is indistinguishable from growth on fresh media, 213 irrespective of the time at which the spent media was taken ( Fig. S14c ). This result rules out the 214 hypothesis that nutrient competition accounts for any of the invasion outcomes in Fig. 2 .
215
The results of Fig. 2 suggest that a higher-order effect, unexpected from pairwise interac-216 tions, governs the outcome of B invasions of AC communities. Only when A and C are both 217 present do B invasions reliably fail. Next we sought to understand the mechanism of this effect.
218
Algae enhance ciliate predation of bacteria in a density-dependent fashion by inhibiting bac-219 terial aggregation. We propose that a higher order (3-body) interaction is responsible for the fact 220 that B cannot invade an AC community when A abundances exceed 5 × 10 4 mL −1 : high density
221
A induce B to remain in a planktonic (single-celled) state, robbing B of aggregation, its primary 222 defense mechanism against predation by ciliates ( Fig. 1e ).
223
First, we show that B aggregation is inhibited by high density A. Note that as bacteria grow in 224 monoculture they initially aggregate and then ultimately disaggregate ( Fig. 1e , orange traces). This (Fig. 3b,e ). However, when B invades at day 4 into a high 230 light (4200 Lux) A culture that has reached 1 × 10 5 mL −1 , B does not grow immediately (Fig. 3c ) 231 and for the duration of this growth inhibition their aggregation is inhibited ( Fig. 3e , black traces).
232
Only once the inhibitory effects of the algae are overcome by B after ten days can B grow and 233 aggregate. We conclude that algae inhibit bacterial aggregation in a manner that depends on the 234 density of algae. 235 We investigated the inhibition of B aggregation by A further by examining the effect of A 236 spent media on the ability of B to aggregate (Fig. S15 ). Using data from the previously described 237 spent medium experiment, we examined the aggregation state of B (mean side-scatter) as a function 238 of the time at which the spent media was extracted from the growing A culture. We find an inverse 239 relationship between the extraction time of spent media and level of B aggregation when grown 240 on that spent media. The fact that A is not physically present in the spent media suggests that its 241 ability to inhibit B aggregation is mediated by a chemical rather than a physical interaction. Inter- Fig. 1f, (b) and (c) are reproduced from Fig. 2b&e . 16 signaling molecules such as auto-inducers which can interfere with biofilm formation 37 .
248
C has the opposite effect on B in that it induces B to aggregate (Fig. 1e, Figs. S6 and S7) . In 249 all cases where only B and C are present, aggregation of B greatly exceeds that in B monoculture 250 or AB pair-culture. We conclude that A and C have opposing effects on the aggregation state of B, 251 with A inhibiting and C enhancing aggregation.
252
We hypothesize that the failure of B to invade a culture of C and high-density A (Fig. 4c) is 253 due to A inhibiting B aggregation and subsequently increasing the predation pressure of C on B.
254
Under this hypothesis we expect that when B fails to invade an AC community, B will have failed 255 to aggregate, and this is precisely what we observe (Fig. 4e) . Conversely, when B successfully 256 invades an AC community (which occurs when A is at low density at time of B introduction) B 257 aggregates effectively as we expect, thus evading predation from C (Fig. 4b,e ). We conclude that 258 when A inhibits B aggregation, this results in stronger predation of B by C, thus driving bacterial 259 abundances down in time.
260
In order for our hypothesis to be true, B aggregation must be a necessary condition for 261 survival of B in the presence of C. To validate this aspect of the hypothesis, we constructed a ∆csgA 262 strain of E. coli that exhibited dramatically reduced aggregation in liquid culture (Supplementary 263 Figure 11 , Laganenka et al. 38 ). We introduced this B into a culture of C and hypothesized that 264 it would be unable to invade. Surprisingly, ∆csgA aggregated and invaded successfully (Fig. S7 ).
265
Because it aggregated, this strain did not ultimately test our hypothesis, but it did reveal that there 266 are mechanisms other than curli responsible for aggregation. and a single substrate consumed by x B which we denote S. Our model takes the form: The predation of x B by x C is linear in prey density, an assumption justified by the relatively low 286 densities of bacteria in our experiment. We neglect growth of x C on x B due to the low yield of cil-287 iates on bacteria and the low densities of bacteria in our experiment. This assumption is supported 288 by the data which shows no substantial difference in C densities with and without B (Fig. S21 ).
289
Aggregation terms are consistent with our observations in Fig. 1 and 3 . In this model, the mecha- 
293
The dynamics of x A and x C are modeled as logistic growth. For x A , this model recapitulates 294 the dynamics we observe very well so long as we make x A growth rate decline as x B or x C are 295 added to the community in low light as observed in experiment (Fig. S1a) . The model neglects the 296 decline in ciliate abundances at long times, likely due to cell death. All parameters in the model 297 except r AB , α 1 and α 2 are measured or have been previously reported in the literature (as is the 298 case for F ). Of these three parameters r AB must be on the order of r B if we are to observe any 299 substantial inhibition of x B growth by x A . α 1 can be constrained by a close examination of the 300 20 BC pair-culture dynamics (Fig. S20) and α 2 is treated as a free parameter which we determined by 301 performing a parameter sweep (Figs. S22). With these parameter values (Table S1) abundances (x C ).
305
The results in Fig. 5 should be compared to the experiments in Fig. 2 . We note that this cultures (compare Fig. 5a ,b) (iii) when B invades a high density A culture, its growth rate is 309 attenuated (Fig. 5e,h,j) , but B eventually reaches high density (>1 × 10 6 mL −1 ) (iv) when B is 310 introduced into an AC culture with high density A, B declines in abundance continuously ( Fig.   311 5f,i,k) (v) when B is introduced into an AC culture with low density A, B invades immediately, 312 but slowly declines in abundance over time (Fig. 5c ). Our deterministic model cannot capture 313 the variability in outcomes of B invading A alone. The model describes the invasion experiments 314 faithfully without requiring the specification of a large number of unknown parameters.
315
Impact of higher-order interaction is apparent in ABC tri-culture abundance dynamics. We 316 next asked whether the model could provide a non-trivial prediction regarding community dynam-317 ics. To investigate, we simulated the dynamics of the ABC tri-culture under the two light regimes.
318
The model predicts that under high light conditions, where x A rapidly approaches K A bacterial does not reach high density until the very end of the experiment, our model predicts limited atten-321 uation of bacterial abundances (compare Fig. 6c,d) . The lower bacterial abundances observed in 322 our simulation at high light arise from reduced bacterial aggregation and increased predation of x B
323 by x C (Fig. 6f ).
324
To test the predictions of the model we performed tri-culture experiments with the full ABC 325 community at low and high light levels. The dynamics are shown in Fig. 6i ,j. In the full ABC Substrate concentration is chosen to yield the observed carrying capacity of B in monoculture (3.9 × 10 6 mL −1 ). we observe that high light results in a substantial decline in bacterial abundances by the end of the 331 experiment (Fig. 6k, purple and black traces) . In contrast, when B is grown with only C (and not A) 332 in high light there is no decline in B abundances at long times (Fig. 6k, orange and purple traces) .
333
When we examine the bacterial aggregation state in the ABC low light and high light conditions 334 we find less B aggregation in the high light condition (Fig. 6l ). We therefore conclude that in interactions are known to be present 18, 19 .
352 Figure 6 (preceding page): Higher-order interaction impacts algae-bacteria-ciliate tri-culture abundance dynamics. a-f, Simulations of abundance dynamics in tri-culture conditions where all species are introduced at low density at t = 0 days. All model parameters are given in Table   S1 . In all panels x A and x C are shown in green and blue respectively. on dynamics (Fig. 6) . To move theory closer to observation and experiment, it will be critical to 362 investigate whether higher-order interactions are more common when antagonism is present or not.
363
Two previous studies on the ABC community, or a closely related ecosystem with C. rein- has the YFP gene inserted in the intC locus along with a chloramphenicol antibiotic resistance 391 marker 51 . The ∆csgA strain was constructed by P1 transduction from KEIO collection 52 mutant 392 28 into MG1655 (WT) background. The same YFP construct was also transduced into this strain.
393
The ciliate is T. thermophila, strain CU428.2 obtained from the Cornell University Tetrahymena
